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Abstract:
Academic archivists and liaison librarians frequently work with the same instructors, researchers, and departments. However, archives are often opaque to liaisons. Many find archival materials difficult to traverse and explain -- archival principles and methodologies are largely unknown. Liaisons find themselves in the position of trying to connect users to archival resources but without being able to determine if a relevant resource exists and without being able to instruct researchers on its use. Many university libraries simply refer all archives-related questions to the archivists, but the University of Nevada, Reno Libraries opted instead to better prepare liaisons to incorporate archival materials in their existing instruction and reference work.

In the spring and summer of 2020, a liaison librarian and an archivist developed a peer-learning curriculum designed to foster a community between departments and to develop new skills for liaisons in teaching with primary sources. Archivists led sessions on topics including archival terminology, discipline-specific primary resources, and evidential value. Each session consisted of a presentation and/or activity, targeted discussion, and accompanying resources. Liaison librarians attended the virtual sessions and created plans for incorporating primary sources within their future library instruction sessions. Liaison Librarians increased their confidence in their ability to search archives and Special Collections staff discovered how collections can be used in new ways and for multiple disciplines.

This poster will describe the curriculum and demonstrate the efficacy of this approach to foster community and to increase the research and instruction skills of participants when using primary sources.
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